Throughout history there have been numerous and varied episodes in which forms of collective behavior led to dramatic results. Riots, revolutions, mass-panic episodes and crazes are but a few examples. Understanding such phenomena has not only been a priority for academics, but also for those institutions called to ease tensions, manage potentially explosive situations and deter violent behavior.
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Law enforcement and intelligence organizations have long tried to better anticipate, detect the formation of and, when possible, prevent such events. Smelser (1962) suggested a robust framework for understanding and explaining large-scale forms of sometimes destructive behavior and explained his social strain approach (the social strain or value-added theory) as a perfect-storm recipe in which collective behavior is the result of a process that goes through six iterative steps. This paper proposes a way to breathe new life into this theory by indicating how Smelser's perspective could be transformed from ex-post to ex-ante knowledge by building an intelligenceoriented Early Warning System (EWS); 'a chain of information communication systems comprising sensor, detection, decision and broker subsystems, in the given order, working in conjunction, forecasting and signaling disturbances adversely affecting the stability of the physical world […] ' (Waidyanatha, 2010:33) . Moreover, the potential uses of social network analysis in such an EWS are stressed, by pinpointing the way in which network topology plays a crucial role in the social strain process.
Theory
We embrace Blumer's (1957:130) definition of collective behavior as 'spontaneous processes and events that form outside existing social structure', that is 'formed or forged to meet undefined or unstructured situations'. As such, collective behavior is a highly volatile and unpredictable social process that is not governed by explicit or implicit generally accepted norms.
While different types collective behavior greatly vary in form and manifestation, they all have certain common traits, one of the most easily identified being that of the formation of a generalized belief within the group -common whishes, complaints, hopes etc. -and also a sense of opposition against a sometimes vague largerthan-life adversary (Smelser, 1957: 8) .
Rumor spread, revolutions, spontaneous gatherings and flashmobs, diverse as they are, represent different types of collective behavior or crowds (the group of individuals that are subjected to the process). Blumer's (1951:168) taxonomy takes into account 4 types of such groups: casual, conventional, expressive and acting.
The casual might refer, for instance, to a group of people on a bus: they all have the same purpose (getting from point A to point B), but lack a sense of belonging to a common group. The conventional might refer to a group of students attending a class. In line with the sociological concept of homophily (people tend to relate to those that are similar to themrace, age, sex etc.), the convergence approach suggests that people who behave in a similar manner tend to seek each other out. For example, soccer hooligan groups do not turn violent because the group mentality clouds the rational judgment of the individuals, but because like-minded individuals formed preferential attachments and all the members adhere to similar beliefs (violence as a way to express their feelings, little to no regard for police forces etc.). As such, convergence explains why some crowds display heightened behavior intensity, while leaving room for the diffusion of responsibility explanation offered by Le Bon.
Turner and Killian (1993) believe that crowds are heterogeneous, as they are made up of individuals with different motivations and interests. At the same time, given the fact that crowds form outside pre-existing social structures, a sense of what constitutes acceptable behavior forms on the spot. For example, if, at a protest, a person decides to smash a window, others might go the same route, because this type of behavior is acceptable on a now and here criterion.
CAS theorists believe that contagion, convergence and emergence of norms are just different and complementary instances of CAS synergy (Ginneken, 2003) . These types of systems are super-structures capable of learning and adapting to changes. A CAS is basically a network of networks of agents (Holland, 2006) . Smelser (1965:8) believes that collective behavior is defined by the 'mobilization on the basis of a belief which redefines social action'. In Smelser's perspective, each type of collective behavior follows a specific set of steps and it is based on a number of pre-requisites. For example, panic appears when group members are physiologically (people are tired, underfed, sleep deprived) and psychologically (uncertainty, surprise, anxiety appear) stressed and, on top of that, of that, some sociological determinants are at playlack of solidarity, unfit leadership etc. Therefore, no collective event, state, phenomena or process can take place if a number of required stages are not met. By borrowing the value-added perspective from economy, Smelser explains that collective behavior is a result of a six-stage process.
The Social Strain Theory
First, there was to be structural conduciveness within the group. The group must be large enough and have adequate means of communication between individuals. Information must spread easily from person to person.
Secondly, there has to be a form of structural strain (tension) that affects the group. Poverty or the feeling of relative inequality are among the most common structural strain factors. People must feel wronged in a certain way.
Thirdly, there has to be a growth and spread of a generalized belief (at this stage, people seek to identify enemies, or popular devils) about the social actors stressed by the group as being responsible for the structural strain.
Fourthly, a precipitating factor must appear. An unanticipated event has to trigger action, to pull the crowd from a sort of behavior lethargy.
Fifthly step, participants must be mobilized for action and a sort of call to arms must be carried out as to initiate the collective behavior.
And, eventually, at the sixth stage, perception of failure of social control must be instilled in the group's mentality. Participants to the protest must feel (rightfully so or not) that the mechanisms put in place to prevent violent collective behavior are flawed or incapacitated.
As the process goes from step to step there is a narrowing of possibilities that limit the potential outcome. At stage one, a variety of future social processes can take place, but at stage six only violence can appear.
There is also a powerful analogy to economical processes. For instance, iron, when extracted, can be used in a number of economical processes. At the end, the raw material could become a support beam for a sky scraper, a fender bumper of a high-priced car, or a skillet. But, as the process unfolds within a specific pattern, the result possibilities narrow because step n is a direct result of step n-1, which in turn is a result of step n-2.
According to Smelser's approach, the six step pattern defines each and every type of violent collective behavior, therefore making the emergence of such phenomena predictable. For intelligence practitioners, the question of interest lies in the measurement capability for each step as a sine qua non condition of building an EWS.
Good ex-post explanation: social movements and intelligence
Smelser's perspective provides a good ex-post knowledge regarding all types of social phenomena and processes that shape today's geopolitical landscape. By analyzing diverse social movements such as the 'Twitter Revolution' of Moldova (2009), the 'Arab Spring' protests (2011) or the Occupy protests of 2011 through the social strain theory lenses, one can easily see they share striking similarities. For brevity, Table  1 will only include headlines taken from specific years that pertain to each determinant. It is not meant to be an exhaustive analysis of each factor, but a 'rule-of-thumb' analysis instrument. The role of social network analysis in building an EWS While Smelser's analytic framework, robust as it is, offers little, the six determinants are not easily quantifiable (with the possible exception of social strain, which can be statistically measured). Nuanced processes such as the forming of generalized beliefs or the forming of the perception of lack of social control are very hard to operationalize and, therefore, almost impossible to precisely measure. Add to that the inherent uncertainty of today's social, political, economic and cultural dynamics, and the task of anticipating possible precipitating factors truly seems as an impossible task. Social Network Analysis (SNA) can play a key role in discerning the social and psychological processes that shape the six-step birth of violent collective behavior by contributing to the better understanding of structural conduciveness.
The crowds, which are the environment of violent collective behavior, are nothing more than complex networks that form a collaborative architecture. By applying network metrics, one might build a Structural Conduciveness Index (SCI) that would also indicate how fast beliefs travel (appearance of popular devils and spread of the lack-of-socialcontrol perception). SCI could show how ripe for violence a group is.
There are three key dimensions that could define a SCI: the structure of the network, the distribution of the network and the strength of the network. Tables 2, 3 and 4 provides a brief presentation of how the three SCI dimensions can be operationalized. Table 2 indicates five SNA metrics that correspond to the first SCI dimension, the STRUCTURE: the size (number of nodes), the length (number of ties), the average geodesic path (Mathematical average of the shortest paths or paths through the network from one node to another that passes through the minimum of edges/ ties), the diameter (the maximum eccentricity of any node in the network) and the density/fragmentation (the proportion of existing ties in a network relative to the total number possible). Table 3 indicates four SNA metrics that correspond to the second SCI dimension, the DISTRIBUTION: random vs scale free, K-cores (successively enclosed substructures of the network), clustering (overlapping strong ties within subgroups inside the network, with sparse ties externally) and cliqueness (cohesive subgroups with strong ties between their own nodes). Table 4 indicates five SNA metrics that correspond to the third SCI dimension, the STRENGTH: reciprocity (whether the ties are reciprocated between two nodes: A to B and B to A), cohesion (the degree to which actors are connected directly to each other through strong bonds), homophily (the tendency of humans to associate with similar individuals), structural holes (the neighbors of a node do not form connections between themselves) and triad closure (presence of the all possible ties between nodes).
Conclusion
Smelser's six-step model (the Structural Strain Theory) is an important reference in building an Early Warning System designed to detect, anticipate and control violent collective behavior. Within this system, SNA is expected to play a key-role for quantifying Smelser's six determinants by supporting the construction of a Structural Conduciveness Index. While the precise algorithm should take into account various SNA metrics, at least three dimensions should be taken into account: the structure, the distribution and the power of the network.
